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"GIS: A New Tool for Local Economic Development," by N. S. Henry and
others, describes the use of GIS to test development policy
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decisions. "Education: Linkages with Economic Development," by R. L.
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Foreward

Rodney L. Clouser, RAW'
University of Florida

We bone to the initial xoceedings issue of
Southern Regkmal bformadon Exchange Group
53 (SRIE0-53). The papers included in the
proceedinp were /mated for and presented at
the exchange group's working meeting in
October 1990 in Athuta.

The conunon thread among SR1EG-53
members is a desire fix better understanding of
the relatkarship between economk devekipment
mid comnuurity infratructure. Infrastructure as
defined by the exchange group hi much broader
than bricks and mom. Community infra-
structure would include human capital,
educatkm, communicatkm, health care, etc.
Anyone interested in these issues is invited to
join the exchange group. For those interested in
beaming a part of SR1EG-53, contact should be
made with Dr. Ronald Wimberley, Department

of Sociology, Muth Carolina -Sun University,
Raleigh, N.C. 27695-8107.

Papers prepared for these proceedings are
divided into two types. Symposium papers (SP-
SR1EG-53) are in-depth papers presaged at
SRIEG meetings in day-long workshms.
Working papen (WP-SRIEG-53) el prepared
RE mini-workshops, typkally lasting one-half
day, at SRI1X1-53 meetings. The iment of these
mini-workshops is to discuss issues the exchange
group may want to address in more detail at a
figure date.

SR1EG-53 members would like to express
appreciation to the staff at the Southern Rural
Develowent Center Kw assisting in the
publication of this and future SRIEG-53
proceedings.

°Associate Prokuor, Food and Resource Economics Department.
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The Contrthution of Four Lane Highway Investments
to Employment Growth In Rural South Carolina 1970-89:

Quad-experlmertatkm

Mark S. Henry, James B. London,
Kerry R. Brooks and "matt* A. Singkttary.

Clemson University

INTRODUCTION

Physical infrastructure investment,
particularly transported= innovadons, set the
cornersume for socio-emomic change in the
United States. The construed= of navigable
water routes, then railways, and later roads,
highways, and the interstate system nurtured a
perceptbn of a causal role between
traasportation and economic growth. Increased
access, it was commonly theorized, would
stimulate growth in manufalturing and
commercial activity. Disciples of central place,
classical locabn, rx., later, "growth pole' theory
maintained that industry would seek,
presumably, location& advantages revealed by
major highway invorovenum schemes (Losch,
1938; Weber, 1929; Moses, 19511; Alonso,
1964). Early efforts by Zipf (1949) awl others
(Niedercorn and Bechhdolt, Jr., 1969) to derive
a regional law of gravity for development
initiated a genre of research on transportation
and eccoomic development potentiaL

Early statistical analyses (generally simple
regression, rank correlation or descriptive, Le.,
survey data) attempted to estimate economic
growth primarily as related to changes in
population and land use based on proximity to
highways. Twark (1967) discovared, for
example, that daily traffic on a cross-route, on
the interstate highway, and some population
measure were positively correlated with new
development at interchanges. Likewise,
economic development at the interchange was

inversely related to distance from the nearest
urban ceder.

EMERGING DOUBTS

As the interstate highway system neared
convletkm and post construction data became
available, evideme for assured blanket growth,
as Fanned earlier, became increasingly less
evidem. Enactment of the Appalachian Regional
Develcgment Act a 1965. to womote economic
growth and raise living standards, generated
contradictory studies and results.

Munro (1966) and Straszheim (1972), for
example, aiticized the Apalachian (ARC)
highway investment program for its lack of
investignive detail in the planning phase. They
surmised that it was an efficiency-criterion
program rather than redistriluive as was
intended. Admittedly, highway construction
might have interregbnal effects, but even so,
Munro questioned, were the origins highways
so inefficient as to justify highway invest:nod as
a development strategy? Strasheim added that
ARC highway expetxlitures would be more
likely to (=mirage outmigration. Additionally,
Hale and Walton (1974) determined that greater
benefits in transportation and employment would
be felt in the pertthery or secondary growth
centers of Appalachia and regional =migration
would be the end result. Hansen (1966) decried

*Professor, Department of Agsicultural Economics and Rural Sociology; Associate Professor, Department of Planning
Studies; Assistant Professor, Department of Planning Studies; and Graduate Research Associate, Department of Agricultural
Economics and Rural Sociology; respectively.



the policy for its neglect of oncetunity cost and
labcc mobility issues. Sbort-run hwestment, he
argued, should be alkicated to sochil overhead
capkal (amnion and health care) with
longer-nm enyhasis on a combination of social
and economic (highway) investment.

Similarly, Kuehn and West (1971) in their
analysis of the Ozarks Econamk Development
Region concluded that highways are only
"permissive causes of regional development
insofar as they primarily affect regkmal suply
conditions.* In fact, hietways, they contended,
probably serve to encourage initial growth in
employman and income which induce additional
highway constructke. Rank correlation
coefficients hallooed that they were not crucial
factors in ecommic developmem in the Ozark

Cribbing, et al., (1965) finding insignifkant
regression coefficients for highway associated
land value changes, simply deduced:

The major effects of [interstate
highway) consuuction will be gradual
and intermixed with the effects of
other factors controlling an area's
economic developmett. If tlx,
economy of an area is basically sound
and is growing, then it will contimie
to grow; if it is basically depressed,
then it will remain depressed.

EVOLVING =WRY AND
METHODOLOGY

Acadmnic literature, subsequently, criticized
measurement techniques as lacking
sophistication. Social sciettists called for the
innovation of precisely defined amiraisal
schemes based upon more theoretically grounded
methodology. The call inspired researchers to
ask different quations. Specifically, there
surfaced a need to clarify what constituted
benefits (primary or "direct' and secondary or
"indium") of highway investment. Conven-
tional cost-benefit analyses concentrated on
direct user benefits exclusively. This translated
loosely (but acceptably) to increases in user
savings in terms of travel time, vehicle operating
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costs, and accidents in pre and post highway
ccmditions. These savings were unwired to
capkal cost of the highway to establish rankhkgs
of investments in benellt-cott terms (Gruver,
1974).

k was argued siditionally that user benefits
"include all the real benefits resulting from a
goject or that any indirect effects bear some
mutant relation to user benelits so that
woeld be unaffected by their explicit
mail:cation" (Gwilliam, 1970). The
ccetentioe, however, was that if abmwmally
imp indirect effects occurred in the form of
"reorganization of eamornic structure" then
conventional techniqms would rank highway
projects incorrectly. In other words, over or
under-estimation mild occur.

More recently, Johnson (1990) emitasized
the distinction between impact analyses
(distributions: in nature) and net benefit analysis
(efficiency concerns). Moreover, he carefigly
lays out the case for ere of land markets as a
way to measure net benefits of a transportation
project. The idea is simply thin land markets
will capitalize the value of transport
improvemems and so pre and post project land
prices will be the appropriate measure of net
project benefits. Citing wait by Kanemoto
(1988) regarding the general equilibrium vkivi of
net benefit estimates using hedonic land prices,
Johnson concludes that even with departure from
many of the assumptions underlying the use of
land markets for benefit estimaie, hedonic land
value models are appropriate for estimating the
net bendits of transport improvements.

Aschauer (1990) provides a simple ecomimic
framework for estimating the direction of
causality from highway investment to economic
growth at the state levet He finiti that over the
1960 to 1985 period, added road capacity (miles
of highway per square mile in the state) leads to
added growth in per capita income. Moreover,
increased rural road capacity tends to have a
larger impact on growth rates than urban roads.
At a mote micro level, Fox and Murray (1990)
use a Tot* model of firm location in Tennessee
counties. They find that the presimce of
in-county interstate highways leads to higher
entry rates into those counties for mit size of
firm categories but they do not directly test for



the direction of causality between highways and
firm location. While Asthma's results support
a conclusion of a direction of causality ftom
highways to growth at the state level, his results
are not adequate at the micro level. And, while
Fox and Murray have a sound empirical base for
testing at the micro level, they do not provide a
direct test of the direction of causa14. At this
juncture, we turn to some alternatives to
traditional econometric models and to a foots on
rural areas.

GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS: NONURBAN

Geographic specific questions hiclude
whether highway investment produces booming
interchange communities in nonurban locales or
rejuvenates entire lagging rural regions. The
exact approaches and findings remain varied,
however. Additionally much of the Interstate
highway system is located in rural or nonurban
areas not served previously by major highways.
Such a major highway construction project has
carried with it expectations for major impacts on
socioeconomic variables of communities with
these Interstate *corridors. This would be true
particularly for communities with merchanges
linking interstate highways with local
transportation networks (Eyerly, et al., 1987).
Au analytical consensus, however, is lacking in
that research on highway investment produces no
guarantee of promoting positive changes even in
such geographic specific contexts.

Miller (1979) observes that no empirical
evidence indicates that nonmaropolitan counties
with Interswes experience persistent expansion
of job opporumities. Instead, be finds that these
counties experienced growth in the late 19608
which diminished after the completion of the
Interstate system in the 1970s.

Additionally, Humphrey and Sell (1975),
find that impact of highways is secondary to
other correlates of nonmetropolitan growth.
Multiple * egression analyses to determine a
relationship between characteristics of
nonmetropolitan communities and the average
annual rate of demographic growth produce no
statistically significant relationship between
distance to controlled access highway
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Interchange and nonmetropolltan growth between
1940 and 1950. Mthough, between 1950 and
1960, and from 1960 to 1970, Wax civil
divisions with close proximity to interchanges
exhibk significantly higher gtewth rates than
places farther away. Population density of
nonnutro places and distance to metro centers
are both negatively related to population growth.
Outmigration is apparent in minor civil divisions
(MCD'S) with substantial populations of 15-24
years of age persons. Population size of an
MCD did not produce statistically significant
overall relationship to growth between 1940 and
1970.

Lichter and Fuguitt (1986) study three time
period.. (1950-75). They find that positive
effects of highways on net migration is most
pronounced in less remote areas and that it
promotes employment change in nonlocal and
tourist-related service employment. There
exists, however, little proof that highways
influence demographic changes through
expanded manufacturing or increased
employment to promote inmigration.

Briggs (198), 1981, 1983) examines factors
involved in demographic and economic change
in nonmetropoiitan areas of the US from 1950 to
1975. He compares with and witimit interstate
counties for changes in net migration and
employment and identifia types of industries
affected by limited access highways using path
analysis. Results indicate existence of a weak
relationship only. Manufacturing and
wholesaling have minor roles with correlation
coefficients of .04 and .02 between 1960 and
1970 and .005 and -.02 bdween 1970 and 1975.
*Tourist services, however, is the industry most
closdy associated with interstates with
correlation coefficients of .07 and .03,
respectively.° Using a series of multiple
regression models, Briggs analyzes the
importance of transportation after controlling for
metro area adjacency and urban population
concentration. Interstates do not, according to
Briggs' results, ensure growth for au individual
county. In fact, nontransportation factors
explain spatial development patterns of
development better than interstates. These
include urbanization, industrial base, social base,
government activities, and environmental

1



amenities. These, however, produce
amsistently small correiatko coefficients and
beta weights as well. He concludes that
mmufactnring may benefit faun highways inn
may not necessarily bra to locate near them
whereas tourism requires physical proximity tu

hiithwaYs.
Mme recatly &ephanedes and Eagle (1986)

hmestigate interaction between enwloyment
transportatica, using cross-sectional analysis of
30 krumesota nonnutro counties over a 25-year
period. Mixed results are derived from causalky
tests in that highway expendkwes affect
manufacturing and retail employment and
employment then affects highway expenditures.
But for counties located mote than 25 miles
from large cities ( > .50,000) causality is not
evident. In the short nm, employmon increases
after highway imrovements. But by the 10th
year, employznem returns to the initial base as
improved access to metro areas draws employees
away. This k; especially true for those counties
within 25 miles of a large city.

Comm to this conclusion, however, are
the findings of Burress and Clifford (1989) wlx)
comend the Interstats highways improvement
likely encourages private sector growth but with
a several year lag. There are however, no
eignificant short-run multiplier effects.
Non-local government activities such as higher
education and transfer payments may have more
immediate multiplier effects on local economy.
Specifically they examine the roles of higher
education, interstate:so aml transfer payments in
growth of Won*, population, and employment
in Kansas counties between 1969 and 1985.
Thus, they look at direct muhiplier effect of
government activky and indirect effect of
govenunal Beryl= in expanding the private
SeCt07.

Moon (1987) studies nonurban interchange
*villages* to understand a pattern of cyclical
development in their evolution. His
investigation suggests that these *interchange
villages* act as central places within their
regions. Typically these *new* towns fimaion
as tourism service centers, Wand communities of
other urban areas, or focal points of regions.

Eyerly. et al., (1987) examine the
interchange gromh hypothesis via use of
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conventional indices (income, housing,
population, encloyment) and new indices
Cassessed market value of real rawly").
Regressing minty level chanps in per capita
hex= on these entities hellcats a positive
relatkmahip with nomubsa interdtanges.

Barkley, et al.(1988) examine the hneracdon
between nnsl transpwtsion with high
technokzgy economic develryment. Mtempts
are made to determine its relative importance as
a locational factor. TIvty argue that
trans/wad:1n factors have been ignored due to
assumption the high tech industries are
redominantly labor and amenity oriented (i.e.,
the early astaimptioss with transportaface and
industrial !ocation were based on hxreased
access to raw material and market centers). It is
suggested that understanding imeracdon between
high technology development and transpmtadon
involves a pup of alternative perspectives
frmn which to analyze it. These imlude
industrial mganization (Le., that is, examining
agglomeration phenomenon like the clusterin of
small firms that network to reduce :61a).
Additionally, spatial diffision of firm funakms
based upon improved air travel and
communication systems, they assert, needs to be
addressed. Finally, the social organization of a
local economy and local institutional
arrangements are invortant in developing a
climate conducive to attracting high technology
firms.

Nijkamp (1982, 1985, 1986) attempts to
arrive at some theoretical mxlastanding of
recent research findings. Nijkamp analyzes
production and reentiality factors to identify
disparities among MOON with approximately
equal private stock. He concludes that both
network and urban infrastructure provide a
significant explanation for mitmal development
asserting that iLiti_thLAint_d_titil
szeissonamicahritionsaluairstuagebn
ihittAsitauimulaAfractuilthataiaturs
inzgamos. It cannot be deduced from research
that infrastructure inveement will lead turlini
to regional development improveman. This
implies that infrastructure policy is only a
comlidonal policy dependent upon a number of
regional socioeconomic (gamma.

Wilson, et al., (1985) attributes weak

1 2



empirical relationships between miteal
economic growth and highways to *emotion
and shift.* That is, the tighway system
beannes saturated with increase in mileap, and
shsvdopmental Wee become pogmssively
dihned. New highways at some point act only
m peophs movers. Wilson maiming that the
phase of highway development is an important
factor, Le., in the first ithase it encourages
regimal deveimment whereas in the third ithase
it induces personal mobility. Notably, Baerweld
(1932) cites historical factors and the timhtg of
developmem as an important factor in
development process. And, Eyerly ranimis us
the early mulles were predictive in nature in
this nvect, as the research was conducted while
highways were under anstruction or
immediately thereafter.

lawman (and Isserman, et aL, 1982, 1987
1989) developed an approach to the issue using
a control group research design. Assessing the
*activates of highways in spawning growth
requires the consideration of conditions such as
where it is, what it connects, and %tin it is near,
m name a few. Noting that earlier research
attenyted some facsimile of quasi-experimental
procedure (Wheat, 1970), Issaman's studies
indicate that although there are benefits
associated with linking a city and its county to
the Intestate system, no significant effect on
income in *rural links* results after the
construction phase.

QUAS1-EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Traditional experimental risearch design,
used frequanly in psychology, education,
political science, sociology, in addition to other
behavioral sciences, requires random selection of
groups, one or more of which are subject to a
'treatment' or the event under analysis. Groups
not receiving the treatment are analyzed to
account for changes that occur and are
*controller for exogenous factors that might
influence the outcome of the experiment. The
basic concept is that N without a control group
there is no way to tell how much of the overall
effect in the experimental group was true cause
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and how much was elogenously induced'
(Cambial and Manley, 1963).

(Nasi-experimanation allows fax the absence
of this random selection of subject Issetuan's
applicatka of quasi-experhtsentatica to measure
economic hepact of regional pcgicy modifies
parametric quasi-experimental technkines
milking a *separate-sande preinstkost-test
contrcd group design.* Basically, this rewires
the selectitm of ward groups based upon a set
of predetermined criteria. The premise of the
comparative analysis is to designate a control
group whose eaperiences form a baseline spine
which to infer the eacts of the treatmmt. In
this case, highway improvements are the
treatment. The role of the mord group is to
comrol fix those things that occurred during the
analysis period and then to distinguish between
what would have happened wkhout the highway
from what di happen whh it. The difference
equals the impact of the highway. Impact on a
single sector's employment, for example, may
be calculated with the following equation:

= Irk rw,Y1. = (rb rk) Ybe,

11, I= employment changes from period o to
t attributed to the

highway treatment h;

= employment in the treated region in
year t,

Yho = employment in the treated region in
year o - prior to

treatment,

rb, = growth rate of employment in the
control region from o to t,

= growth rate of employment in the
treated region from o to t,

Total employment impacts are determined by
summing over sector specific impacts.

13



RESULTS FOR RURAL
SWIM CARLUNA

The mut discussed in this section relies on
the quasi-experiment:Pt method, and a conthi-
nation of Cense and Dun and Brathireet data
that is geocoded using ARCINFO as GIS
software. Other work in progress includes
econometric estimation along the lines of
Aschauer (1990) and Fox and Murray (1990).

Two sets of estimates of the immix of new
four lane highway hivestmem on local
develtynent in South Carolina are considered.
First, employment change by county census
division(CCD) frmn 1970 to 1980 is examined.
Next, employment change during the period
from 1980 to 1989 1/4 considered using a set of
"Z" regions that are formed by overlaying zip
code and CCD regional boundaries.

Data Issues

The reason for this mix of regional
definitions is data limitations. Briefly, 1990
CCD data are not yet available from the
Censusprecluding their use for the 1980-1990
period. Second, Dun and Bradstreet data by
firm may be allocated to zip and CCD's yet the
files available to our project include the some
60,000 firms that are current survivors over this
period. Finns that wae established and have
perished during the 197049 period are not
available. This is a dirnlvamage since we lose
the information about firms that were born and
died in the period. Thus, we are only able to
track the behavior of the long term survivors
those firm that have had the longest lasting
imact on areal employment. kul, since we
considir cross sectional observations on the
performance of the "Z0 regions, the bias in our
results emanates from any systematic differences
across regions in firm birth and death activity.

By controlling for initial conditions in each
region for degree of rurality and beginning of
the period socioeconomic conditions, the control
gronp meduid should "ovum" this systematic
bier. For example, we compare a cross section
of !/0 isolated rural regiou drawn from the same
population prior to a highway treatment. Thus,
these regions should have similar patterns of
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births and deaths of firma Looking r?
change hi surviving firms in a subsetment I
in which some of these regions are treated with
highways and some an not assumes that the
presence 40 highways in Wetted Ink= does
not disturb the birth/death morn kt these
regions. In fitct, tme might expect tlui presence
of a highway to genenee both mcwe births and
deaths as well as Wed survivors an else the
Rune. In dm nontreated regions, time ha no
reason to expect a change in the 1*th/death
pattern as a consequence of other regkes being
treated, if all the regions are hdependent
°Nervations drawn from the same pre-weeny:et
populatkm.

By looking at survivors only, we take a
long-nm *Act perspective. Finn the were
formed in the 1970s and are still active in 1990
represent long-run hitpacts. Firms that were
formed in the early 19803 and are still active
may be expected to contain a larger share of
firms that will die over the next five years than
from the group of firms formed in the 1970s.
Or, the 1910 formations may reflect newer
technology and be =we in tune with comumer
trends. Empirical answers to these cpaestions Is
beyond the scope of this paper. For our
purposes, it is adequate to look only at
survivors. We lose the information on the effect
that new highways may have on shott tun births
and deaths of firms in a region. We suspect that
these transitory events are concentrated in the
trade and service sectors where the death of one
firm may be a signal to another entrepreneur to
capture the market share lost by the dying firm.

QuataaaighwaximannsinuniikinIr2
Growth Differigices, 19712-198Q

Because 1970 socioeconomic conditions in
each region suggest the 'stage of development'
of a region(CCD) and thus affect the potential
impact that a new highway may have on
employmeM(Nijkamp), we use 1970 Census data
to diaracterize these regions in two dimensions.
First, a measure of 1970 per capita income,
INCR70, is constructed from Census data by
CCD for South Carolina. Sewed, a measure of
the utilization of the 1044d labor force is
constnicted, EMPRIO, which is the ratio of



employed persons to labor force age populatha
ht each CCD. A simple cluster analysis is
performed on these two dimensiom of the *stage
of local development.' The resat b a set of
four dusters summarized in Table 1. A plot of
the dusters shown in Figure I.

Cluster 3 may be chars:Wind as dm high
income 'high employment rate CCDs-- those with
the mod advanced deveWpment as of 1970, In
contrive., CCDs in cluster 4 may be at the otha
ad of the spectrum with low incomes/low
employment rates. These CCDs would seem
least likely to be able to take advamage of
highway improvements if other 'pre-conditions"
are lacking.

Clusters 1 and 2 are the most numerous and
provide a set of regions that wereby these
measures in so= sort of intermediate stage of
development. Cluster 1 appears to represent the
CCDs that are closest to the elites of cluster 3
while cluster 2 has substantially lower income;
and somewhat lower employment rates than in
cluster 1. In sum, cluster 3 is the *high" class,
cluster 1 is the "upper middles class, cluster 2 is
*Is lower middle" clam, while duster 4 is the
love class set of CCDs in 1970 in terms of
aocioeconomic development.

One might expect that if beginning stage of
developmat matters, the high group would
benefit from new four lane highways. As a way
to test these assertions, we have identified the
highway treatment by decade in each of these
CCDs. If a CCD-- in any clusta were first
*treated* by a four lane highway in the 1960s,
we view this as establishing a pre-condition for
growth during the 1970-1980 period. If the first
bietway expansion were during the 1970s, then
we view this as a 1.umbination of accommodation
and pre condition to growth during the 1970s.
Finally, first highway investment during the
1980s would, by definition, have to be viewed
as accommodating to growth of the 1970s.

In terms of cause and effect, the most direct
test of the impact of highway expansions is to
consider those CCDs within the same cluster that
were treated with a four lane highway prior to
1970 and those that were not treated.
Significant differences in mean growth rates of
employment change from 1970 to 1980 between
treated and nonrated regions support the notion

of highway additions 'casing* added
employing* in the sense of being one of the
necessesy coalitions fix growth to occur. And,
we might expect that some regions will benefit
nacre than others to the extent that the other
amessary conditions fix smith exist and simply
lack 'dainty transpreation access. These
i'mkidle &se regken in or coldest are CCDs
in clusters 1 and 2. Chew 3 CCDs grew fetter
than other regions ;dm to 1970 sal perhaps
have less added growth potential than dm middle
class regions. Finally, the poor CCM la duster
4 do not seem to have aapdied the mher
preconditbms frx low* and we would expect
lkde change hi these region from new four lane

We look only at the CCDs outside the MSA
counties of 1970 to avoid comparing rural areas
with the urban complexes in South Carolina.

7

BAUM

To reiterate, we compute employment
gNwth from 1970 to 1980 in each CCD. Then
we Mollify each CCD by its inkial *stage of
development' thr ough the duster analysis.
Finally, we select CCDs with four lane
highways built during the 1960s period and
compare growth rates between control and these
"treated CCDs" in rural South Carolina. We
repeat the process fw CCDs whose first four
lane was built during the 1970s and for CCDs
whose first four lane wss built during the 1980s.
The comparisons are made after sorting CCDs in
Metropolhan Statistical Area (urban) and
non-MSA (niral) categories. Results of the total
employment growth rate comparisons and the
companion t tests are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

CCDs Treated Prior to the 19708 Versus
Control CCDs.

In Table 2A, rural CCDs that were treated
first in the 1960s are considered. Results for
dusters 1 and 2, the middle class CCDs,
indicate treated CCDs grew faster in the 1970s
than the control CCDs. In duster 1 treated
CCDs grew 31 percentage points fader than
control CCDs and 24 percentage points faster in
duster 2. Thae differences are statistically

15



significant at commorly accepted levels of
makkg a type 1 error.

While there we only 10 CCDs (out of 294
CCDs in the state) that are rural and fit the
°high* category of CCDs, there is a 61
percentage polo growth rate advaigage in the
treated rek, s thmigh the t test does not support
this conclusion. At the other exttune, in the
low category of CCDs only 1 out of 16 Rural
CCDs was treated with a four accommodate
growth forces already in action. The low grixip
might lack the other conditions needed to make
highway investment sufficieta for employnunt
growth, bia the middle class groups would seem
to be sufficiently advanced to baulk from new
four law highways with the upper middle
group best positioned to benefa from the new
highways. In sum, the comparison of
employment growth rates during the 1970s
suggests that rural CCDs that were triaged with

four lulu highway datingslwariaaccida did
in fact grow faster than their wri treated
counterpartcontrolling for beginning period
socioeconomic conditions.

CCDs Treated During the 1970s Versus
Control Regions

The results of comparing CCDs that were
never treated with those that received their first
treatment in the 1970s stand in stark contrast to
those of the 1960s treatment results. As shown
in Table 2B, almost all of the mean growth
differences are smaller and none are statistically
significant except for rural cluster 4the poorest
places as of 1970. In cluster 4 the nomreated
CCDs grew some 24 percentage points forty
than in the treated CCDs.

These results taken in tandem with the evi-
dence from the 1960s comparisons suggest that
there is a an important lag between four lane
expansions and subsequent economic growth.
This is consistent with the finding at the county
level for Kansas by Burress and Clifford
(1988). There may be somaliing unique about
the 1960s efforts in the sense that the interstate
spawn was complete enough to generate some
kind of one time bo ost. to all places. If so,
added four lane access might be expected to
have less marginal effect after the 1960s.

The rapid growth of the national eamtuny
during the late 1960s may also be ctuaributing
to higha overall growth rats in the 1960s.
Finally, the brief *rural turnaround' of early
1970s with net mipant flows to rural areas for
retirement, and general vibramy of rural sectors
&rift this period textile emiAoyment and farm
income were at very high historical levds during
much of the 1970s may be contributing to the
cluster 4 results seen in South Carolina.

CCDs Waited During the 1930s Versus
Control Regions

Fix CCDs that were first treated with four
lane highways after the growth of the 1970s,
results in Tithle 2C show that the rural CCDs in
clusters 1 and 2 had higher growth rates in the
1970s with significant differences only in
cluster 2. This dimly auggests that those rural
CCDs within the same beginning period *stage
of de:clamant' dust& and that grew faster in
the 1970s were able to obtain added four lane
service to accommodate growth.

RaulalmikkaLCC121

It is also liftman to note that the urban
CCD comparisons suggest thm highway
treatment matters but perhaps less convincingly.
In Table 3 the tests for urban clusters 1 and 2
suggest that at conumonly used significance
levels there is no significant difference in growth
rates. For cluster 3, coma:bons are not
possible within the urban CCD group.
However, the average growth rate for the treated
areas was 1.469 in urban CCDs maul 1.78 for
treated rural CCDs in duster 3. This suggests
that rural high CCDs benefited from the new
four lane highways relative to their high urban
counterpatts.

clustets. Highway Treatments and 7* Region
Growth Differences: 1970-1989

While the results for the CCD comparisons
support the Wee that highways matter to
employment growth, additional evidence gained
from alternative methodological procedures is



neekd to examine the robustness of this
conclusicm and to ddine the conditions uncler
which added bur lane highways matter to
regkmal growth. The second step we have
=de:taken in pursuit of these goals is to turn to
greater geographical detail and to use firm level
didi CM location patterns it, the state.

With resptxt to geographic detail, we use
ARCINFO procedures to overlay four digit zip
code boundaries with the CCD geography. This
results in 477 unique *Z* regions that are
intersectbans of zip and CCD areas (see Figure
2). At this juncture, we allocate some 60,000
firms in the 1989 Dun and Bradstreet files for
South Carolina to each of these regkms. We
have som 3000 manufacturing firms geocoded,
wing ARCINFO from the South Carolina
hulustrial Directory(SCID) for 1989. Finally,
ail Dun and Bra !street ftrms not in the SCID
files that exceed 25 employees are point
located, using digitizing procedures in
ARCINFO.

Using GIS techniques, a 5km buffer is
drawn around each new four lane highway
segment convicted from 1960 through 1989.
The Z regions that are touched by this Skm
buffer are assumed to be the regions directly
affected by the transport improvements that are
provided by the new four lane highway. These
Z regions are the treated regions in the context
of the quasi-experimental technique. Other Z
regkms that were in the same 1970 *stage of
develop" cluster are the comrol regkms.
Regions may be treated more than once during
the period.

To test for mean differences in employment
change using the Z regions and the firm level
data, we use analysis of variance. We construct
through dummy variables a set of categories of
treatment intensity. These are highways built in
the Skin buffer region during the 1960s only,
1970s only, 1980s only, 1960s and 70s, 1970s
awl 80s, 1960s and 80s, and 1960s 70s and 80s.

We focus on employment growth during the
1980s by holding constam the level of employ-
ment in firms established by 1979 and iookirg at
employment in firms that were established
during the 1980s. Holding constant the size of
the regions in square kilometers, ZAREA, the
results for all Z regions are shown in Table 4.

Table 4A contains the ranks for
mmmamtfacturing &mg with mom than 25
emplores. The dummy midges am structured
to exclude dm Wiest cluster regkes(chaster 4
from the wevious section) mad the Z regimes
never treed with a lbw lane highway. The
ET67 variable represents anyloymem in firms
estalhed prim. to 1980 to control for
aggimneration forces. ft is significant and
sugpsts that 2 teem wfth 1000 more
employees in firms established by 1979 than the
nman regke wnuld gamer some 110 Wed
employees in firms established during the 1980s

all else the same.
Each of dm highway chinnny variables has a

positive sign and all but D70 (four bete pojects
only in the 1970s) and D78 (bur law projects in
the 197( s and 1980s) appear to be statistically
significant at reasonthie wobabilities of maldng
a type 1 error. Finally, the 'slap of
development* thumbs suggest ths time that
were best off in 1970 fared better than the
middle and lower class regkms. The duster 3
regions tended to have 195 more employees
added by firms established during the 1980s than
the cluster 4 low groupanneerparts, gelmja
maw. Table 4B contains the Nab for large
manufacturing firmsthose with more than 100
employees by 1989. Here, strong agglomeration
effects seem apparent aml all highway thammies
are positive except the D78 period, which as an
insignificant negative sign. Initial stage of
developmeza dummies again suggest that the
*rich get richer" in tans of large manufacturing
firms locating in cluster 3 regions such that these
regions gained about 304 more employees in
firms established in the 198is than the poor
comnerparts in cluster 4.

Table 4C lists the results for the small
manufacturing firsmthose withe fewer than 100
employees. Again, talomeration effects are
important and all highs's); dummies except the
D78 period (statistically not significant) indicate
positive Meets. However, only the D60, the
1960s only, and the D678, projects in the 60s,
70s and 80s suggest a strong effect from new
four lanes to small manufacturing firm growth in
the 1980s. The HIGH, MIDHI and MIDLOW
dummies all have negative signs indicating that
the poor CCDs may be gaining in the small
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Table 1.

CCD Clusters for 1970 - South Carolina

Cluster Means Cluster Standard Deviations

CLUSTER N INCR70 EMPR70 INCR70 EAER70

1 124 3483 0.595 279 0.035

2 116 2672 0.533 257 0.054

3 22 4340 0.615 243 0.029

4 31 1871 0.448 212 0.079

INCR70 - Per Capita Income, 1970.

EMF70 - Einployment/Labor Force Population, 1970.
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TABLE 2A
HIGHWAY TREATMENT IN 19608

MEAN EMPLOYMENT GROWTH 1970-1980 FOR S.C. COUNTY CENSUS DIVISIONS - RURAL GROUP

ItUttAI--UUSItli 1- Upper Middle
VAX 1 A111 I HP 611011

1:4 Abblau 11 MI AN SW UV
Cunt ro 1 u
Treated I

1 OR Du VAR I A tS MIL t QUAL , a, 4.38 W1111

11 1.20129641 0.34844731
44 1.51190584 0./29605611

SID iRMOR

0.06065689
0.1099910

41 AND 32 Uf

N 1 HUD

0.09/92368
0.3902/081

PRO0 >

MAXIMUM

3.909533113
4.70916609

0.0001

VARIANCES

UNIQUAL 2.4569
113UAL

01 PROM > III

65.0 0.0161
/5 .0 0.0219

hIMAI - LM K 2 - Lower Middle
YAK 1 AIII : I HYGKOM

Cant ro
Tteated 1

DI A0 SID DOI

51 1.14610206 0.34453)35
25 136001660 0.52653142

1014 00; VAX I ANLIS Mt t QUM , 1 'as 2.34 W1111

510 LIU4011

0.04824404
0.10530626

24 AND 50 10.

H1141141111

0.44852011
0.93400/13

PR09 fin

HAX MUD

2.24680651
1.19611/44

0.0115

VANIAIICIS 1 10 P1400 l I

01110041 -2.0261 34.4 0.0505
EQUAL -2.3108 14.0 .0225

NuRAI-- 4AUSIIR $- High
VAX I AM : 1 IWIRIOW

t.1 ASS611 li MI Ati 510 01 V 510 it111011

Cunt ra 1 1) 0.14102600
Treated 1 0.26262343

I OR Ito; VAR 1ANCI S Mat 01/AI , 1 ' a 12. 16 W1111 7 AM/ I DI

2 1.11201969 0.20792611

0 1.11/1/416 0./4201122

14111114uM MAXIMUM

1.31910569

3.46924/19

I.0M5369

1.20/51004

rn 0.4247

VARIANCES 1

UNEQUAL -2.0104

EQUAL -1,095h

01- PROM > III

7.2 0.0815

8.0 0.105?

111/104 - - 4:1 U511 It 4 Low
VA/41AM I : I 111)01100

LI Autpuli N HI Ati 510 MY
Cent rul I) 1 1.111899519 0.31376044
Treated I 1 i. 112551111 .

DO i L : Al l VAL Ut S Ale 1111 SARI /OR ONE CLASS I. f. VE L .

SID 1.1114011

0.08101466

MI 11 MUM MAXIMUM VAIL I ANCE S

0.86453202 2.00198807 UNEQUAL
1.112551'11 1.11235411 EQUAL

1

0.7296

01 PROM > I I I

111.4 0.4771



TABLE 2B
HIGHWAY YREATMENT IN THE 1970S - RURAL GROUP

MINN CluSit% 1 - Upper Middle
VANIABIL: EMPCROW

CI ASS10 141 AN 510 KV 610 ERROR MINIMUM MAXIMUM VARIANCES DE 144011Control u 31 1.20329641 0.34844/33 0.06065819 0.09192366 1.90951545 UNEQUAL -0.1056 9.0 0.4961
Treated 1 6 1.32622436 0.461/454S 0.$6325167 0.79593376 2.21643166 EQUAL -0.6400 39.0 0.4060tuIs 011; vANIANCLS AKE LQOAL, T'Ars 1.76 WITH 7 AMP 32 Of PROD > 0.2623

RURAL 1105114 2- Lower Middle
VAIIIADI1T. I Krona,.

CI ASSN MAN SiD otV $ID ENRON MINIMUM MAXIMUM VARIANCES DT PROM > illControl 51 1.14610206 0.34453135 0.04624404 0.44652011 2.24680851 UNEQUAL -1.3041 17.3 0.2002Treated I 23 1.21216619 0.40427624 0.06429142 0.21076923 2.05501618 EQUAL -1.3661 12.0 0.1100om DO: VAN 1 AtiLiS ME EQUAL , 1.16 WI111 22 AIS 500f 0.3466

Hume ubIt11 3 - High
Valli/km I FirrAtOW

LIAms/u MAN SID DIV 510 &ARON $113114014 MAXIMUM VARIANCES Uf eliDD > IIICont rol 2 1.11201969 0.20192611 0.4102600 1.02505369 1.31910569 UNIQUAL -0.9050 1.3 0.fAtil6Treated I 2 1.5'2406623 0.50919535 0.36005549 1.16401214 1.68412371 EQUAL -0.9050 2.0 8.46,01011 00: vAKIANctS AUt 1110A1.. 6.00 W1111 1 AMD 1 Of 1,4011 > l'a 0.4936 ..
13.014A1 (3 U51111 4 - Low

Van I Am ELIPOIOW

Abb MAN $ID 0E11 SID LRAM MAX MUM vARIAMES 1 or MOM > IIIControl Is 15 1.14699519 0.11176844 0.04101466 0.66453202 2.00198807 UNEQUAL 2.2161 25.0 0.0117
Treated 1 12 1.10454791 0.244191/6 0.01049210 0.74117911 1.62 /96504 EQUAL 2.2126 25.0 0.0361tuft 00: vAMIANCtS AHI 100AI , Iss 1.65 WITH 14 AND II DE PRO6 V. 0.4084



TABLE 2C
HIGHWY TREATMENT IN THE 19808 - RURAL CROUP

RURAL CI USII It 1- Upper Middle
VARIADIL: IMPOR0W

PASSIM)

ColltT01 0
Teeated

MEAN SID DIV

33 1.20329647 0.34644713
5 1.35690651 0.34593651

FOR RO: VARIANCES ARE EQUAI , Fs= 1.21 01111

610 ERROR

0.06065669
0.172596ns

4 ARO 32 Of

MINImuk

0.09792368
0.99579169

PROS > f'm

MAXIMUM

1.90953545
1.94674013

0.6381

VARIANCES of PROO > III

UNEQUAL -0.6191 5.0 0.4392
EQUAL -11.9013 36.0 0.3103

RIIRAt CIUSIIN 2 "' Lower Middle
VARIAIIRI: EMPCROW

cxAssau

Control 0
Treated

N. MEAN STO DIV

51 1.111610206 0.34453135
9 1.34346692 0.26515341

FOR 00: VARIANCES ARE EQUAI I'm 1.46

STD ERROR

0.04824404
0.09505114

50 AND 8 Di

HUIlIWN

0.448520/1
0.92684666

PRIM

MAXIMUM

2.24680851
1.96139360

0.5949

VARIANCES I IN PROD , III.

UNEQUAL -1.4553 12.5 0.0413
MAI -1.6233 58.0 ft. i Ifill

CLASS60 = 1: First four-lane highway expansions in the 19E0s.
CLASS70 = I: First four-lane highway expansions in the 1970s.
CLASS80 = 1: First four-lane highway expansions in the 1980s.
EMPGROW = Total 1980 employment

Total 1970 employment

Data; U.S. Dept. of Commerce, U.S. Census, 1970 and 1980 Selected Tables from CCD files.



tmaharmacrneswrii MI 19608 , 70$ , ROB - URBAN GROUP

LIRDAN---CIUblik I - Upper Middle
VARIA011.: IMPCIRM

U A5580)

Control
Treated

oft Ito:

II Pit Ali

9 1.12513604
21 1.41558092

vARIANOLS ARE EQUAL, ila

STO OiV

0.50342147
0.47790627

SID ERRum

U. 16 180716
0.10428770

1.11 911H 8 AND 20 Of

NtilinoN

0.19137/25
0.64504906

PROD s 0

tueximus

1.90053763
2.61630695

.7955

VANIA0CIS

UNEQUAL -1.5113
EQUAL -1.6055

or piton I I I

14.5 0.1317
28.0 0.1196

ORRAN--C10b1114 2 - Lower Middle
VARIA011: IMPOHOW

CIASb60

control 0
Treated I

I VAR I AWES

MAN

2 1.83891508
2 1.14808075

ARE EQUAL, f

SID DEN

0.64626035
0.41719522

'a 2.40 WITH

STO ERROR

0.4569/508
0.29500151

I AND I Of

MINIMUM

1.38200000
0.85301910

PROS ). f.4

MAXIMUM

2.29595016
1.44308251

0.7299

VARIANCES

UNEQUAL
EQUAL

1.2702
1.2102

Or PROO s Ili

1.7 0.358/
2.0 0.3318

unmAti--ct uSIIIt 3 - High
VAR P. Ato P. PWGROW

Abbbo

Control al
'Fteated

II KAN

I 0.44244229
9 1.45891565

SID DIV

0.14355439

IKull: A11. VAL LIES Alit Jilt. SAM: I tifi 0141. CI ASS t

SID ERROR

0.24/85146

MINIMUM

0.411244229
0.59101993

MAXIMUH VARIAftelS

0.44244229 UNEQUAL
2.88211123 EQUAL -1.2964

Of moo > III

8.6 0.2104

DRUM-- cIUs1111 1- Upper Middle
VAR I AM I : I filittROW

Abb to

Cont rol
Treated

OR Ito:

WAN

9 1.12513604
2 1.10297691

VARIANCES ARE EquAl, l'a

SID OLV

0.50542147
0.08541603

511.113 WITH

510 ERROR

0.16780116
0.06039826

8 AN0 1 01

MINIMUM

0.19137725
1.0425/871

£1400 s

MAXIMUM

1.90053763
1.16337522

0.2610

VARIANCES

UNEQUAL
EQUAL

MADAM Ul swift 2 - Lower Middle
VAlt 1 A111 1 ; IHPI4WW

CIASSIO

Control 0
Treated r

too Hu:

Mt AN

2 1.8389/508
2 1.67398168

VARIANCES Ala EQUAI f

SIO OLV

0.64626035
0.12633002

'a 26.17 WITH

SID ERROR

0.45691508
0.08932881

1 AND 1 or

MINIMUM

1.18200000
1.58465286

P008 > flia D.
boas

MAX MuM

2.29595016
1.76311049

2458

0.1242
0.0596

Of PROO 111

9.0 0.9039
9.0 0.9538

VARIANCES

UNEQUAL
EQUAL

1

0.3541
0.3543

DI PROR a, 111

1. 1 0.7812
2.0 0.7510

ummAti 0S1114 I - Upper Middle
VAR AM i

AuWitt

Control it
Treated

holt : Al

12,

N IRAN

9 1. 11513604
1 1. u9lia2 /59

SIO DEV

0.50342141

SIO ERROR

0.16/80716

vAlUIS ARE 111E SAME ION ONL CLASS ItVIL..

MINIMUM

0.19117125
I.09482759

MAX !MUM

1.90053761
1,09482/59

VARIANCES

UNEQUAL
EQUAL 0.051;

of r1140 III

8.4 0.9559
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Table 4A
Dep Var:

A Employment in Nommanufacturing Firms a 25 Employees, 1980-89

Parameter Estimates

Variable
Parameter Standard

DF Estimate Error ParameterO Prob > \T\

INTERCEP 1 -2.05 53.96 -0.038 0.9696
ET67 1 0.11 0.006 16.481 0.0001
D60 1 99.74 43.75 2.046 0.0414
D70 1 9.64 53.81 0.179 0.8579
D80 1 351.05 95.76 3.666 0.0003
D67 1 206.13 62.92 3.276 0.0011

D68 1 164.62 98.45 1.672 0.0952
D678 1 3G9.67 97.98 3.160 0.0017
D78 1 152.35 141.90 1.074 0.2836
HIGH 1 195.68 78.47 2.494 0.0130
MIDHI 1. 34.61 56.38 0.614 0.5396
MIDLOW 1 -21.05 56.52 -0.373 0.7096
ZAREA 1 0.02 0.12 0.211 0.8328

ROOT MSE 365.9707 R-SQUARE 0.4719 F VALUE PROR>F
DEP MEAN 150.7149 ADJ R-SQ 0.4582 34.549 0.0001

Variable Definitions:

ET67: Total Employment in nonmanufacturing firms with 25 or more
employees that were established prior to 1980.

D60: Dummy Variable 1 if 4 lane highway completed in the "Z* region
during the 1960s only.

- 0 otherwise

D70: 1 if 1970s four lane only; else 0

D80: 1 if 1980s four lane only; else 0
D67: 1 if 1960s + 70s four lane only; else 0

D68: 1 if 1960s + 80s four lane only; else 0

D78: - 1 if 19702 + 80s four lane only; else - 0
D678: 1 if 1960s, 70s + 80s four lane; else 0

HIGH - 1 if Z regions in high income class cluster; else 0

1 if Z region in mid-high cluster; else - 0
MIDLOW . 1 if Z region in mid-low cluster; else . 0
ZAREA Area of 2 region in square kilometers



Table 413
Dep Var:

A Employment in Manufacturing Firms k 100 Employees, 1980-89

Parameter Estimates

Variable
Parameter

DF Estimate
Standard
Error

T for HO:
Parameterw0 Prob > \T\

INTERCEP 1 -26.98 45.60 -0.592 0.5544
ET67 1 0.084 0.014 5.797 0.0001
1)60 1 69.22 41.24 1.678 0.0939
D70 1 77.74 45.44 1.711 0.0878
D80 1 293.29 80.91 3.625 0.0003
D67 1 173.51 53.77 3.227 0.0013
1)68 1 91.95 83.25 1.105 0.2699
1)678 1 306.58 80.56 3.801 0.0002
D78 1 -42.41 119.35 -0.354 0.7236
HIGH 1 304.69 67.97 4.483 0.0001
M1DHI 1 55.81 47.91 1.165 0.2446
MIDLOW 1 10.85 47.72 0.226 0.8210
ZAREA 1. 0.057 0.105 0.544 0.5865

ROOT MSE 309.0987 R-SQUARE 0.2622 F VALUE PROB>F
DEP MEAN 135.6646 AEU R-SQ 0.2432 13.744 0.0001

Variable Definitions:

ET67: Total Employment in firms - manufacturing with 100 or more
employees that were established prior to 1980.

1)60: Dummy Variable 1 if four lane highway completed in the "2" region
during the 19608 only.

- 0 otherwise

D70: - 1 if 1970s four Iane only; else 0
D80: 1 if 1980s four lane only; else 0
1)67: 1 if 1960; + 70s four lane only; else - 0
1)68: - 1 if 1960s + 80s four lane only; else - 0
1)78: - 1 if 1970s + 80s four lane only; else 0
1)678: - 1 if 1960s, lOs + 80s four lane; else 0
HIGH - 1 if 2 regions in high income class cluster; else - 0
MIDHI - 1 if 2 region in mid-high cluster; else . 0
M1DLOW 1 if Z region in mid-low cluster; else 0
ZAREA Area of Z region in square kilometers
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Toble 4C
Dap Ver:

A Employment in Manufacturing Firms 100 Employees, 1980-89

Parameter Estimates

Variable
Parameter Standard

DF Estimate Error
T for HO:
Parameter-0 Prob > \T\

INTERCEP 1 9.79 13.59 0.720 0.4718

ET67 1 0.59 0.04 13.488 0.0001
D60 1 42.99 12.43 3.457 0.0006

D70 1 6.66 13.59 0.490 0.6241

D80 1 34.80 24.16 1.440 0.1504
D67 1 26.33 16.01 1.645 0.1006
D68 1 27.98 24.99 1.120 0.2634
D678 1 64.41 25.19 2.557 0.0109
D78 1 -27.42 35.78 -0.766 0.4438
HIGH 1 -20.37 20.55 -0.991 0.3222

MIDHI 1. -3.22 14.24 -0.227 0.8209
MIDLOW 1 -25.16 14.23 -1.767 0.0778
ZAREA 1 0.05 0.03 1.588 0.1130

ROOT MSE 92.21232 R-SQUARE 0.4314 F VALUE PROB>F
DEP MEAN 52.02306 ADJ R-SQ 0.4167 29.339 0.0001

Variable Definitions:

ET67: Total Employment in firms -"manufacturing with fewer than 100
employees that were established prior to 1980.

D60: Dummy Variable 1 if 4 lane highway completed in the "Z" region
during the 1960s only.

- 0 otherwise

D70: - 1 if 1970s 4 lane only; else 0
D80: 1 if 1980s 4 lane only; else 0

D67: - 1 if 1960s + 70s 4 lane only; else . 0
D68: 1 if 19602 + 80s 4 lane only; else 0

D78: 1 if 19702 + 80s 4 lane only; else 0

D678: 1 if 1960s. 70s + 80s 4 lane; else - 0
HIGH 1 if Z regions in high income class cluster; else 0
MIDHI 1 if Z region in mid-high cluster; else 0

MIDLOW - 1 if Z region in mid-low cluster; else . 0
ZAREA - Area of Z region in square kilometers
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The Devdopmental Imimets of Transportational Investments

Mama G. Johnson'
Virginia Polytechnk Institute and State University

INTRODUCTION

This paper deals wkh the developmental
impacts of infrastructure investments in general
and transportmkm investments ht particular.
This paper draws heavily on work concha:tad,
and previous papers written, by the sake on
behalf of do USDA-ERS, Foundation of Rural
Development Project, (Johnson, 1990) and the
Virginia Department of Transportatkm, Route
US58 Plannthg Study, both of which are still in
progress.

The perspective of the paper is that of an
analyst who mum predict either (or both) the net
eommic benefits or the economic impacts of
alterative public expenditure reograms on
transportation infrastructure. The paper
necessarily must transcend theoretical and
empirical issues in order to determine the most
approprias.: means of measuring benefits sal
impacts. The most salient theoretical issues
involved in benefit measuremem and invact
projection will first be raised. Next, issues
related to the empirical estimation of ecomamic
impacts of infrastructure investments will be
reviewed including major strengths and
weaknesses of alternative approaches, obstacles
to the accurate measurement of economic
impacts, data sources and data lknitations.
Finally, specific methods will be detailed to
acconvlish these two goals.

For the most part the arguments made here
will be appropriate for most types of physical
infrastructure (at least as defined below).
However, as we will see, there are certain
characteristics of transportation, especially its
spatial characteristics, which make it somewhat
unique. Given the objectives of this paper ami

°Extension Specialist, Agricultural Economics,

d the research to which it is related these
unique characteristics will be stressed.

Physical infrastructure is distinguishedfrom
other forms of investment, includin social
infrastructure, on the basis of its locatbnal or
vatial fixity. Palk investments that lead to
effects indtpendem of location (human capital,
technology, defense, etc.) are not physical
ithatittnetUre.

Physical thfrastructure thus includes such
things as roads, Streak bighwaYs, bridges,
airports, recreation facilities, ccumnunicatkm
facilities, public buildings, industrild sites and
water and sewer facilkies. Transportation
infrastructure is flanker dininguished from other
types of Otysical infrastructure by its tendency
to create corridors and netwcute in space aml
hs relations* to *dial intaindustry trade.

This paper wW distinuish betwom
economic impacts and net benefits of physical
infrastructure development. Net benefits (the
single most relevant measure of ecommlic
development) will refer to the differtmce
between costs and benefits to the private seelor
and to local govermasts of investments in
physical infrastructure. Costs and benefits
should not be limited to market determined
values but should also include shadow prices and
wportunity cog in cases where non-market
effects are posale (such as the improved
environmental conditions).

Economic impacts, on the other hand, refer
to changes in level of economic transactions
without concern for whether these are benefits or
costs. Impacts and net benefits are, of course,
closely related. Invacts include market net
benefit effects plus other changes in economic
activity. For example, net benefits are changes



in the total (or some weighted aggregation of)
costs and benefits. Economic impacts, on the
other hand, ars often largely distributional shifts
in these bones and costs among individuals,
seams or locations.

Included in economic impacts are the
so-called ripple or nntkiplier effects of an
economic stimulation. They begin immediately
and follow almost automatically from the
economic change. While these impacts have
very hnportant distributional implications at the
spatial, sectoral and hounhold levels, the
overall net benefits stemming from these ripple
effacts will be very close to zero when
compared to alternative projects.

Net benefits are more fundamemal changes
in the structure of the economy, in the
economic base and in the size and composition
of the economic multiplier. A wise investmet
in infrastructure %vial increase the productivity of
private capital, hunum capital and other public
infrastructure (better roads and bridges will
make fire, rescue, police and public education
services more efficient, AN example). Net
benefits stem from the change in efficiency of
consumption, as well as production, due to
lower unit costs and/or higher valued services.
These latter benefits can conceivably have no (or
evai negative) impacts on economic activity.

Another useful distinction is between
short-run and long-run effects. Short-yin
effects include the distributional economic
impacts ami the net benefits discussed above
that occur as an immediate aml direct
consequence of the infrastructure investment.
Long-run effects occur as the infrastructure
stimulates the rate of economic growth and
development This economic growth is in
response to the increases in productivity and the
improved consumption possibilities discussed
above but occurs only when firms and
households choose new locations, as employers
invest in new plants and equipment and as new
markets are developed for the now lower cost
products. These long-nin effects can also be
either distributional or net since new economic
growth and development will be stimulated (the
net effect) but other growth and development
will be attracted from other areas to those areas
with new infrastructure.

In practice, nee affix's, whether alwit-run
or long-nin, are much more difficult to
=awe. As will be seen, far less is knovm
about the process that generates these net effects
than about the distributional process. As a
result, there are fewer dependable methods
developed to predict the net affix*, particularly
time in the long-nm.

The accounting stance influences
distributional impute as well. Many
distributional impacts la the state or national
level aro mu benefits or costs from the
perspective of a regkm. If an investment in
physical infrastructure leads to the concentration
of economic benefks in a particular region
(county, city, or town) while cots are borne
outside the region, then the project is betudicial
ft= the view of that region. In any event, both
the theta:atonal and the net consequems of
physical infrastructure investment are of interest
to decision makes.

MEASURING 'ME ROLE OF
INFRASTRUCTURE IN ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT

The objective of this section is to discuss
alternative conceptual models of infrastructure's
role in economic development Both the
ecomunic impact and the net benefits of
infrastructure will be considered. However,
since the primary measure of economic
developmem is net benefits, the section will
concentrate on this aspect.

Romanic Impact

Our interest in the economic impacts of
infrastructure investments stems from our desire
to know the change in output by :.ector, the
chanb-e in government revenues and expendi-
tures and the change in employment, income,
prices and sales that will be induced by the iww
infrastructure.

Johnson (1990) discusses several approaches
to measuring the impacts and net benefits of
infrastructure development. Several ofthese are
limited in their focus to the impacts only.
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These include: 1) input-output analysis and its
variants, 2) comutable general equilibrium
models and 3) spatial equilibrium models.

Input-output analysis needs no description
here. Dependine on km sophialcated the
particular model is (whether interregional, a
non-linear variant or a dynamic variant, for
example) it may be capable of generating very
comprehensive predictions of impacts.
Comput..hle genead equilibrium models do
everything the input-output model cmi do. In
addition, however, it can considis various
nonlinear responses and constraints. Spatial
equilibrium models (Harris) explicitly consider
such spatial characteristics as location rent and
land value in estimating sector output levels.
Migration may also be estinutted in the models.
Some spatial equilibrium models interface with
an input-output model to predict sector output
levels, or with an optimization algorithm to
minimize costs of production in sector locations.

Net Benefits

OUr inieteSt ill the net benefits of
infrastructure investments is based on our
interest in knowing the increase in value added
in new and existing firms, the increase in the
utility (quality of life) of new and existing
residents and increase in sc vernment efficiency.

Johnson (1990) reviews several approaches
to the measurement of net benefits from
infrastructure investment. These include the
following approaches: 1) producer benefits
measurement, 2) travel time, 3) willingness to
pay, 4) industrial location, 5) residential
location and 6) hedonic land valuation.

In the producer benefits approach, the
objective is to measure the change in profit
among all users of an infrastructure service
Piewert; (Iruver; Harris; Kanenvato;
Lakshmanan, Mohring and Williamson). Given
the general equilibrium nature of economic
development, this approach tends to overlook
many potential effects of infrastructure,
including the change in location of economic
activity and the effects on consumers and labor.
The travel time approach (Gruver, Mohrin and
Williamson) is similar to (and often a part of)
the producer benefits measurement approach.

The willingness to pay approach (Diewert)
and the producer benefits approach are
concqXually equivalent and will generate similar
estimates if, done accurately. As in all
willingness to pay studies, it is difficult to get
respondents to give their evaluations =irately
and honestly. This measure also ignores the
imv location of industries and residents because
of the investment.

Industry and residential location approaches
are a common, indirect way to ectimate the
benefits of infrastincture investmeits (Kuehn,
Brashler, and Shonkwiler, Carlin° and Mills;
Dorf and Emerson; Kriegel; Hastings and
Goode. This approach explicitly considers the
longer-term issue of development effects but
does not provide, in itself, measure of benefits.
In concert, location measures, plus willingness
to pay, and producer benefit measures could
provide a more reasonable estimate of net
benefits, but the method tends to become very
ad hoc and susceptible to error.

It is the author's conclusion that the hedonic
land value method is the only method reviewed
that is conceptually capable of comprehensively
measuring the net benefits of infrastructure
investment. This approach is discussed in detail
below. Since infrastructure investments are
defined as locationally specific, it follows from
economic theory that their benefits and costs
(along with the benefits and costs of other
spatial attributes including local services and
amenities) will be capitalized into the value of
real property as spatial equilibrium is
established. This capitalized value is known as
Ricardian Rent. Prior to the establisktnent of
this equilibrium, quasi-rent or short-run profits
will be earned by someone. Some Richardian
Rent values will be highly location specific (for
example, within a mile of au interstate ramp, or
within the service area of a water system), while
others will be much more widespread (within a
county that provides solid and hazardous waste
services, for example).

When economic disequilibrium is
introduced through some change other than an
investment in infrastructure, the impacts will
first be reflected in changes in the price of
outputs and/or inputs. However, these price
changes will lead to changes in quasi-rent, in
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the slellt-run, and to changes in the level and/or
location of production hi the kmger-run.
Through thhi industrial and business location
mass spatial equilibrium is reestablhdied with
new levels at Rkardian Rem. Note that since
land is used to some extent by many sectors,
hecluding reskleatial housing, this watial
equilibrium will involve the rekocitkin of other
types of production and Imuseho ids. Further-
more, since local governments provide local
reiliic services based on their revenues and dm
demand for the services, some fiuther changes
will occur in response to changes.

These arguments weld suggest, then, that
changes in land value should indicate the
change in net benefits (economic development)
gemsrated by the infrastructure invemment. It
follows that analysis of land values BM their
relationship to infrastructure Inverness will
allow a measurement of the developmental
effects of infrastructure. The validity of this
argument rests on a number of critical assump-
tions.

These include:

1. mailkilLinigkilitaitiagL
A perfect land market will assure that
values reflect the maximum Ricardian
Rem possible from the land.

2- Plattainkonatiplk
If current land values are to reflect
discounted figure land uses, perfect
information about future uses and
returns is required. On the other
hand, if there are real risks in the
future, (with objective probabilities),
then land values should reflect these
imperfections in information.

3. Nejraughamsgus4
Ow view is the high transactions
costs prevent land from gravitating to
its highest and best use. Land values
then reflect lower than ideal levels.
On the other hand, one can argue that
transactions costs are a cost of ten-
sion and thus correctly reduce land
values.
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4. Ilabostanktitiasanilimisma
Equillmium, of course, is imver
achieved in the real world. Some
quasi-rent (positive or negative) is
always being earned. On dui °the
hand, land speculaton tend to adjust
marginal land values quite rapidly
numb meet rapidly than land uses
adjust. Thus, land prices established
by recut sales should reflect,
reasonably well, the future
(equilibrium) land uses and value.

S. gmarginauthiggijalignignatm,
A large investment may lead to a
violation of the perfect market
assumske since it may require too
many customers and produme to
move in cyder to capitalize benefits.

This conceptual model requires a highly
sophisdcated temporal stoma to capture the
causWfty in the economic development process.
This structure hm the following characteristics:

I. The response of property values to
economic stimuli will begin when
investors anddpate the change rather
than when it occurs. As investors
become more certain that the change
will occur, the response of property
values wiU strengthen. Thus, some of
the change in value, particularly that
in unimproved land, will occur before
the investmen begins. Othe
increases in value will occur after the
investment as investments in
improvements occur and as the rate of
development accelerates.

2. If infrastructure is a necessary and
sufficient condition for economic
development, then land values will
always rise in response to (see I
above) investments in infrastructure.

3. If infrastructun is a sufficient but not
necessary condition for development,
then the level of infrastructure will be



related to at least some minimum
level of economic development.

4. If infrastructure la a necessary but not
sufficient condition for developmmt,
then the level of economic develop-
ment will be related to at least some
minimum level of infrastructure.

5. If economic development proceeds. Or
enables the development of infra-
structure (i.e. economic development
is a necessary condition for infrastruc-
ture), then a situation similar to 3
above will be expected. The Mea-
t= on the use of hedonic land valua-
tion is very mixed. Arnott =-
dudes, on the basis of conceptual
arguments, that only part of benefits
of such spatial investments as trans-
portation will be capitalized into land
values and that this approach will
underestimate the benefits. Arnott
argues that if the economy is not
sufficiently open, new residents and
firms will not bid up the land prices
sufficiently to capitalize all benefits.
Secondly, if similar improvements
occur widely, then the demand will
again be insufficient to fully
capitalize benefits. Finally, Amon
argues that if the land buyers are not
identical, that some changes in
consumer (and presumably producu;
surplus will occur which are not
reflected in the marginal valuation of
land. This latter point is a rather
inconsequential point when reasonably
small changes take place. The first
two conditions essentially require that
the market operate reasonably well.

Kanernoto (1988) develops a rigorous
general equilibrium treatment of the issues. He
assumes a competitive market and considers the
ex ante measurement of benefits and costs using
hedonic landprices. In stark contrast to Arnott,
Kanemoto concludes that:
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1. hedonic places will in general
overestimate benefits;

2. hedonic price estintess of benefits
will be accurate if prices and wages
do not change because of the
iiI1V4551Ment or if production and utility
functions do not permit substi-
tutability among commodities;

3. the hedonic price approach does
include the consumer's surplus;

4. heterogeneity kk consumers tends to
reinforce the paper's conclusions;

5. hedonic pricing is preferable to direct
measures of infrastructure price
because the latter ignores consumer's
surplus;

6. knefits received by producers are
measured equally well by hedonic
prices if long-run, free entry
competition is assunwd;

7. the results are unchanged if we
assume that labor supply is
endogenous, that is, if workers
determine the number of hours they
work based on wages rad prices;
and

8. the results are unchanged if wage
rates are dependeat on infrastructure,
if land is demanded by both consum
era and producers, since any wage
rate differences due to infrastructure
and amenities will be reflected in tbe
bid price for commercial and industri-
al land;

9. 'the hedonic measure can be used as
an upper bound estimate...1f mobility
is imperfect, capitalization tends to be
less than perfect, which creates a
counteracting tendency for
underestimation and the net result is
uncertain (p.989)."
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Mellow reports on an empirical test of a
theory developed by R&M and later by Fox
(1918. ) This them nines location rent, load
tu rates, and industrial devdopmeut. Motions
empirkally estimates a simukaneous model in
which tax payments per employee and maniac-
tering amid- yees per capita are price and
quantky variables respectively in apply and
demand Auctions for industrial locations. The
glee of land is a significant variable in the
demand function. The study hsdicates that
manufacturing firms pay for some locational
value through taxes and capkalize the rest imo
kmd values. This is consistent with the concep-
tual !medial= of Kanesnoto and mggests that
Mal benefits should be increased by the change
in tax revenues collected due to the infrastruc-
ture investment.

Summarizing this sedion, then, k seems
reasonable that neithar imperfect markets,
imprfect information, transactions costs or
disequilibrium will reduce the ability of land
values to hellcats future econcenic developmen
levels and the net beneffts thereof. Instead, each
ashes. imperfections, if they exist, will tend to
limk the rate of economic developmesea matter
that concans us but not in teems of our ability
to measure it.

A PROPCSED HEDONIC LAND
PRICES MODEL

We hypothesize the following hedonic land
price equation,

LAND VALUES = f (TRANSPi, INFRA.%
PUBLICSERVEI, MARKETSI, INPUTSi,

PLACE)

where the variables are defmed as follows:

TRANSP
This group of variables includes indices of

access to various modes of transportation, in-
cluding intastate, primary road, air service and
shiPPing.
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INFRAS
This will include measures of other impor-

tant infiunucture service including water,
sewer, induterial sites, conummications and
colleges.

PUBLICSERVE
This group will Mclude measures of the

immtant uminfrastructural imblic services
such as polke, education, fire gotection, jails,
etc.

MARKETS
These variables will memure the size and

purchasing power of each area's markets. This
will include poplation, income, and
demographics mighted by effective distance.

INPUTS
Them vaiables will include the costs and

availability of inputs aa the area's producees and
the cost and availability of consumer goods and
services.

PLACE
This group includes place-specific amenities

and variatkms in productivity.

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS USING A GIS

A geographic information system (GIS) will
serve as the basis for generation and storage of
the data needed for the model above. A GIS
organizes, mores and facilitates the analysis If
data and allows the generation of compound ot
derivative data.

The new Census Bureau TIGER file for the
state of Virginia and bordering counties will be
used as the base map fur the study. The TIGEP.
files include all county and municipal
boundaries, minor civil division, census tracts,
census blocks, rivers, streams, roads, highways,
streets, bridges, major institutions, airports and
much more. In addition, we will superimpose
the zip code boundaries and the USGS land use
maps over the TIGER files. Large numbers of
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data have been collected to apply to these base
maps. Time series of such dar IS employment
by sectm, population, income, socioeconomic
characteristics, and sales have been acquired at
the census tract level. A sample of several
thousand land sales is being collected and
emered by locatkm of property. The size of the
property, the land use class, the value of
unimproved land, and the value of improvemems
are being entered. The capacity and service
areas of water and sewer service will be
digitized in the data base as well. The states
expenditures on road construction and
improvement will be entered by road segment
with the year that it was planned and the year
that it was completed. County and town data on
expenditures for key public services, tax rates,
amenity levels will be included.

The GIS will be used to generate certain
spatial and compound variables. Some
examples of compound data needed in this smdy
include:

Air service indices: distance to
airport, speed limits, traffic congestion, flight
frequency and layover time.

interstate access indices: travel time
to interstate including bridge limits, speed limits
and number of lanes.

Industrial site indices: size of site
toPograPhy, access to water, sewer, road,
railroad, air service, and interstate highway.

Distance to metropolitan area

Distance to colleges, schools,
markets, etc.

The data generated by the GIS will be
arranged into time-series/cross-sectional
observations on land values and exported to a
statistical analysis program. The relationship
generated in the earlier section of the paper will
be estimated to generate parameters.

When the analysis is complete the estimated
parameters will be imported into the GIS and
used for development of graphics, further
analysis, validation, etc. Most importantly, the
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GIS will be used for simulations to predict the
impact of changes in physical infrastructure.
The geographic simulator will esdmate the total
benefits of various alternative routes for the
highway, two lane versus four lane
cmistruztion, &II access versus limited mesa,
and location of access ramps. Bemuse of the
'pintal interactions involved, many of these
alternatives must be compared in combination.

CONCLUSION

The analysis of the developmental effects of
tranvortation investments described here is
very time consuming and expensive. On the
other hand, the magnitude of the investnunts
and their consequences and the importance to the
economic vitality of states are so large that such
extreme mem= we easily justified. The GIS
based hedonic approach outlined here will
provide detailed projections of the location,
timing and magnitude of benefits from an Almon
Make number of hkghway development
alternatives.
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GIS: A New Tool for Local Economic Development

Mark S. Henry, James B. London
Kerry R. Brooks and Loretta A. Singlstary.

Clemson University

INTRODUCTION

A geographic information system ((US)
combines hardware and software tools to
maintain, retrieve, and manipulate both spatial
and nonspadal data about places. The
development of computer graphics for spatial
analysis has benefitted from parallel research
in data automation in the fields of cadastral
and toPograPhical maPPinily
thematic canography, civil engineering, utility
networks, soil science, land use planning,
surveying and photogrammetry, remote
sensing technology and mathematical spatial
analysis. The chief advantage of a GIS is that
it allows interactive access, manipulation or
transformation of data for the purpose of
replicating a real world model. It is possible
to use the system for the construction of
hypothetical scenarios that might result from
planning decisions, for instance. In this
context then, a GIS serves as an experimental
laboratory for analyzing the results of planning
policies (Burroughs, 1987).

The Orpheus Project, as an example,
illustrates a recent attempt to combine a GIS
with a regional macroeconomic model
customized for the state of Illinois. Project
goals are to model locational-specific impacts
of a hypothetical computer equipment
manufacturing plant in a Chicago suburban
community that would employ 1500 people
(Johnson, et al., 1988). Although the
regional forecasting model is successful in
forecasting primary and secondary impacts on

employment, income, consumption, invest-
ment and population at a ten-county regional
level, lack of data limits disaggregatkan to a
sub-regkwal area. Thus, to Men* these
forecaned changes at the disaggregated level,
1980 Census travel time-to-work data for the
nine township area around the comnumity are
utilized to approximate a reasonable driving
distance from the plant to residences. GIS
(ARC-INFO) is incorporated in the analysis at
this point to 'clip out" areas and create a
'buffer' surrounding the sub-region likely to
witness residential and commercial
development in proximity to the proposed
plant. Similarity between the identified
sub-region and nine township area allows
acceptance of the buffer zone as the
representative sub-region.

Tomlin and Johnston (1988) apply the
results from the Orpheus Project to analyze
specific new land uses for the area identified
previously. They devise 16 new land uses, the
most important of which is a research and
development facility (that would itself employ
1500 people) for a hypothetical high-tech
manufacturing plant. The procedure involves
development of a descriptive model to
characterize different sites for new land use
based on relative suitability (derived from
study team suitability ratings from 0 to 100)
given site and situation criteria. Site criteria
require organization of data related to
physiographic, political or perhaps
socioeconomic variables as well as proximity
to existing land uses. Situation criteria include

Prokssor. Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology; AssociateProfessor, Department of Planning
Studies; Assistant Professor, Department of Planning Studies; and Graduate Research Associate, Department of Agricultural
Economics and Ruml Sociology, respectively.



those invriving relationships beween the
proposed use of land and any other poposal
for land usage. Secondly, a presalptIve
model is constructed to devethp ognims as to
how to best Belden the described mitabilky of
location. Usthg dm GIS, land use suitability
maps are generated by iodating relevant
characteristics and transforming thth ranked
data into 'coverages° or internediate map
game thustratingdliferent beton that affect
site suitability. To treat the situation criteria,
distance zones are created in coverages and
ranked in terms a desiralAe proximity to
neighbming land uses. Reitman a this
wire process innroves the accuracy of the
prescriptive comment while criteria mid be
adjusted based on site-wecific conflicts.

In contrast, Pickett, at al., (1988)
incorpmate GIS technology to model imam
of non-point ammo pollution of urban fringe
land developme in Dane County,
Wisconsin. They enfdrasize the value of GIS
in evaluating land use policy goals rather than
the ingdementatice of land use plans.

Meanwhile, the state of Vermont, as part
of its recent (1988) Growth Management Act,
propmes to fund the developnent of a
statewide GIS. The purpose for the GIS will
be to maintain accurate information for
planning at state, regional, and town agency
levels of government. This GIS will increase,
presumably, efficiency among planning
agenda; and elimbrate planning oversights
through increased communicatice and data
sharing.

Similar research efforts are underway in
South Carolina to create a statewide GIS.
This project involves the study and maktling
of economic developman activitim with the
initial goal being to provide input for
decisions rgarding physical herastnicture
hnprovement and industrial site selection
decisims. Ultimately, k is intended to
provide information and analytical tools for
development of a statewide strategic plan fly
infrastructure improvement and economic
development.

In light of these statewide and area
specific applications of GIS, economists have
become increasingly aware of the timeliness of
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GIS in analyzing econenic problems. This it
true particularly with regards to the meth of
the rural economy m many null development
activkke are rem= based and mike
location speak data (Wunderlich, 1988). In
fact a growing Interest bes evolved reprding
the economics of such modern land
information teclmobsy. Luxe (1988), In
examining acme* perspectives on proclaim
in modem land information assembly, asserts
the misting liMiati01311 are as of yet due k)
developing stages of such technology.

Additionally, Nlemann and Moyer (1988)
suggest question fm blare research casco:e-
lm within the mmtext of ocmannic them, the
impact of informatim technology. They ask,
for example, how can the demand far land
infixmation be incorporated into gnimal
market and behavioral models. That is, bow
does the creation of such elaborate land use
systems producing descriptive and prescriptive
models affect ectemmic behavior? And, what
are the specific uses and limitations that might
mist regarding conventional benefit/cost
studies in relation to infixmatke systems?

Johnson (1990) is using GIS to create the
spatial variables meded in the estimatkm of a
statewide hedonic model of land values in
Virginia. He argues that infrastructure
investments like new highways can be
evaluated in terms of timr net benefits that they
generate and that these benefits are cranured
in pre ami post project changes in land
values.

Extension specialists have several projects
underway in Mississipi to train local officials
in the use of GIS to manage data in ways that
will improve local decisions (Schmidt, 1990).
Issues of concern range from zoning, tax map
updates and data processing to sighting of
solid waste sites that meet selected Orysical
and socio- economic criteria.

USE OF 015 10 EVALUATE
INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS

IN S.C.

Public investment in highways is often
viewed by policymakers as an effective tool



for stimulating regional economic
develcsoment. Economists (Marts, 1990) give
mixed reviews to the role that highways play
ht economic develtqunett. Still, many
pdicymakers are emthusiastk owners of
these conmete taxis to develop lagging
areas. And, the politics of which r eas
receive this public bounty are often more
interesting and importan to Waal investment
decisions than the engineering aml eccuomic
analyses that suggest optimal routes for the
selection of new highway investments.

However, politics can also push decision
makers toward engineering and economic
analyses as a way to relieve the pressures tiny
feel frcen local groups that claim to be in the
area of greaten need. The project we discuss
fat this paper k rooted in this process for the
state of South Carolina. And, it embraces a
GIS as part of the technocratic scdution to the
politics of public investment decisions. But
GIS alone cannot isolate the effect of highway
investment on economic development of a
regkon. From the perspectivt of regional
economies, the way in which ww highways
affect economic development must be
ccesidered within a conceptual framework of
regkmal economic change. Without the
conceptual framework, there is no way to
accmmt for the other influences on economic
change and thus DO way to isolate the effects
that Wed highway investment may have on
regional economies.

From the perspective of the individual
firm seeking to locate or expand a plant, the
effect of improved highway access can not be
measured with GIS alone. Again, a
conceptual framework is required that will
isolate the influence of knproved highways on
business location decisions while holding
other influences constant. However, in both
the aggregate region and individual plant
eases, GIS provides spatial observatkns and
methods fox capturing the influent= of space
on regional economic development that are
new and valuable additions to the regional
analyst. For this paper, we focus on these
GIS contributions to the analysis of the effects
of highway investment on economic
development in regions of South Carolina.
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Accordingly, the economic modelling mid
econometric issues are mentioned only briefly.

'Tim GIS (ARCINFO) currently being
tined as one tocd for wakening economic
impacts of imamate in S.C. bur lane
highways and water/sewer services has been
used in three areas: data development,
regional delineation, and network and policy
analysis. We discuss each of these mos
next.

Data Devekopment

The Universky of South Cardina(USC)
has had primary responaility for geocodhtg
water and sewer lines in the state and
asseudging all the data files available from
government sources. At Clemson we have all
the GIS files from USCTIGER, DIME,
Dias, Municipal, Camties, CCDs, Water
and Sewer, etc. and we have developed GIS
files from three sources: Census(1970 and
1980) at the CCD level, S.C. behntrial
Directory (SCID) at the site and highway
corridor levels, and the Dun and Bradstreet
(DB) at the site level for firms wkh more than
25 mnployees and at the CCD and ZIP level
for all DB firms. Data geocoded include the
SCID files, and, with a few exceptions, the
Dun and Bradstreet files fix manufacturing
firms not in the SCID files that have more
than 25 employees, and the DB files for non-
manufacturing farms (excluding local
governmem agencies) that have more than 25
employees.

Equally hoportant are the set of
ARCINFO procedures that create spatial data
that are linked to plant level observations.
Here, the use of the 'Near procedures enable
US to begin with point observations on plants
and compute the distances to various
infrastructure attrbutes in place or to new
infrastructure investments. We refer to these
data as spatial point dna. Since we have data
on year the plant was establkshed (Dun and
Bradstreet, S.C. Industrial Directory) awl
years that infrastructure projects were
completed (South Carolina Dept. of
Highways), the temporal association between



infrastrucutre investment and plain operation
may be estimated fix diffetent industry
groups. We can esdmate the effect on this
association that initial socioeconomic
conditkins in a region may have.

Distances of each of the SCLD firms to
four lane imerstate, U.S. and S.C. hietways
have been compted within a 5 KM buffer.
Density/distance relationship have been
estimated and glinted (Figures 1A-1D). For
historical highway fdes, we have plotted and
estimated distance decay &actions for the
SCID firms. We have repeated this process
for firm distances to water and sewer lines
systems Figure 1 A for which we have
historical dam and treatment capacity (Figures
2A, 2B).

Regional Delineation

ARCINFO plays a critical role in defining
the spatial units of observation. Spatial
observations have traditionally been limited to
political subdivisionssuch as counties or to
Census regions such as County Census
Divisions (CCDs) or census tracts in
metropolitan areas. However, using GIS, we
are overlaying the CCD boundaries with the
Zip code boundaries so that we can allocate
Dun and Bradstreet finn level data to
.ccDzir regions.

Within each of these CCDZIP regions we
can aggregate the firm level den to a wide
range of industrial aggregates. We start with
fourteen division level industry groups and
compute the number of firms by group, by
year started for each region. We find the
current employment levels in each of those
groups.

Estimates are made from 1970 and 1980
Census data of the initial conditions in 1970
of household income and employment rates of
the civilian labor force by CCD. Here we
have found four clusters of CCDs that are
similar in terms of employment status and
household incomes in 1970. At this
juncture, by using initial conditions in 1970 to
cluster CCDs, we establish four CCD groups
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that have grown--t r stagnated in a similar
fashion over some prior time period. Then,
the question becomes how have each of 'he
CCDs within a cluster responded to im
highway tregatinnt prior to and during the
1970a relative to their "peer" CCDs that were
not aided by a four-lane highway investment
Fior to co during the 1970s. Figure 2A.

Beyond 1980 the data we work with at the
sub-county level are the employnant data
from the S.C. Industrial Directory (SCID) aml
Dun and Bradstreet (DB). As mentioned in
the data devel- °malt section, we have the
SCID data point located in the state and the
DB firms with more than 25 employees are
point located. We allocate all of these
firmsabout 3000 SCID manufacturing firms
and about 53,000 other DB firms to one of
our 477 Z regions based on zip and
county/ccd codes assigned to each
observation. In total, about 1.3 million
anployees are geolocated in Ms fashion.
The areal density (per square kilometer) of
these employees in the Z regions, and the cur-
rent four-lane highway system are shown in

3.
At this juncture we assign each of the Z

regions to a CCD cluster based on 1970
economic conditions. The Z regions that were
treated with four lane highways are then
identified and the employment generated in
firms established during the 1980s is estimated
for the treated and control Z regions (Figures
4A-4D for regions by cluster that form the
treatment and control amps). Results suggest
that prior four lane highway treatment matters
in employment change (see Henry, et al.,
1990).

Network and Policy Analysis

One of the most useful aspects of GIS for
local economic development practitioners is
the capability of GIS to simulate times and
distances over space under alternative
networks of roads, traffic conditions, and an
array of potential impediments speed limits,
intersection control, bridge crossings, etc.



Obvious applications d these procethwes exist
in the areas of coming for school busses, EMS
and solid waste &foul and sighting.

One case study in South Carolina is =der
devekipment to use these technique in the
development of a imbliciprivate eingfprifie to
run a transportation servicebetween perrAstent
poverty areas and the bowling (aml labor
short) Island re Hilton Head (FIoire 5). In
this case roudng, timing and imicing policies
will be simulated with respect to their impact
on rkiership patterns to and *on the island.

A second case study in S.C. is under
development that would sinmlate the likely
developmental impacts on Greenville Ctninty
of adding a Dew four lane highway connector
to existing intertgates in the southern part of
the county. The SCIP project underway is
desiped to evaluate the impacts of putting
new four lane highways into the rural pans of
the state.

CONCLUSIONS

To date, we have found GIS to be very
helpful in the creation of spatial variables that
are in nun used to test developammtal policy
hypotheses and to estimate parametins for
more formal econometric models. The ability
to simulate time and distance responses to
changes in transportation networks is adding a
degree of data reality that should improve our
understanding of the importance of the friction
of distance to businesses, households and
governmental units. In addition to
improvements in data quality avil thus
parameter estimates, the ability to vinare
large batches of spatial and temporal data
using GIS helps to convey the results of
research to policymakers. If GIS can help to
bridge the gap between research results that
show up in scientific journals and the
willingness of policy makers tn make
decisions based on the best evidence available,
the cost of buying into GIS may be small
relative to the benefits of more effective
public infrastructure investmem policy.
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Education: linkages with Economk Development

Rodney L. Omer'
University of Florida

INTRODUCTION

The am:mission given for this paper by the
Southern Regioaal bformatim Exchange Gump
(SIUE0-53) was simple and uncomplicated:
survey the literature to determine research
linkages between education (human capital) and
ecmomic development, and consider potential
researchable topics between the two subject
areas. Althougt the chaise by SRIEG-53
seemed elementary, accomplishing the directives
proved mete difficult. In summary, the
literature revealed very limited research linkages
between human capital and economic
development. Many ecolumic development
studies have been conducted in developing
couturies, especially Africa and Asia. On a
ma positive note, the lack of documented
research linkages between human capital and
mimic develvment hnplies that research
opportunities will be unbounded.

LITERATURE REWEW

Economk Development

Research interest in the topic of economic
development is immune. A general search
under the subject heading in the University of
Florida library system yielded almost 2400
manuscripts on the topic, excluding periodicals.
As mentioned previously, much of the research
was commutated in the developing areas of
Africa and Asia.

A significant portion of the literature is
case study based. These shifts may prove
most useful and insightful for the SRIEG-53

group. Many of the case studies concourse on
klentifying factms that influence new businem
startiqu or ozpoosicm of businesses already
gems in communities. Factors identified that
influence business location and expansim have
been fairly consistent among studies in both the
privee and public sectors.

Determinants with poskive influence on
accommic develmnott include location,
availability of labor, labor skills, quality of
schools, access to doctors, hospitals, balks, and
credit institutions (Southern Growth Policies
Board, Wallace, Stark, Richanis, Carlin° and
Mills, Redman). Thrall Mantillas a different
catewnizathm of industrial location determinants
that includes aggbmeration eccomnics,
manufacturing cos% transportation casts,
availability d resources, amenities and
&overman*. All the previously identified
determinants could be cataloged under Thrall's
system. The National Association of Towns
and Townships identifies capital, labor and
technology as necessary factors for business
formation.

Researd also suggests that economic
activity as measured through .plant kocation
deviates based cm other factors. For example,
Hekman noted that industrial location
determinants vary according to firm size.
Specifically, he noted small firms have a "much
narrower focus for site selection than large
companies with plants in several stses. Most of
the small firms consider sites in only arm
state...usually close to the owner's place of
residence (Heiman). Epping concluded that
"traditional" industries base plant kocation and
relocation decisions primarily on labor supply
and raw materials and all other factors are

*Associate Pmfessor, Food and Resource Economies Department



secondary determinants. His research further
notes that the availability of the labor supply in
the community where the firm locates is less
imporpint than the anilabilky of the labor
supply in the area where the firm locates.
Obviously this refers to the willingness of labor
to commute for employment opportunities.

Buck and Hobbs conducted a study to
deteemine location determinants of new high
technology firms. The study was limited to 57
university and college communities across the
country. One of the important determinants
identified was expected: the presence of a
"make research oriented university influenced
the firm's location. Another important
determinant was less expected: the chief
executive officer in a "majority of firms was
either an alunmus or a former faculty member
of the local university.* This later finding may
be cited as the California model. Individuals
familiar with the development of the "Silicone
Valley" in California are well aware that most
high tech companies in the region were started
by university faculty, graduate students or
undergraduates from one of the collegos in the
hnmediate vicinity.

Buck and Hobbs asked the high tech firms
surveyed to identify and rank 56 factors that
were important to firm location. Factors
identified as essential or very important were a
clean physical environment, availability of
technical personnel, absence of drug/alcohol
problems in the community, quality school
system, low traffic congestion, knowledgeable
bankers, positive government policies toward
industry, and availability of medical facilities
and savices.

Less important determinants were industrial
site leases, wage levels, vocational training
facilities, trucking and rail service, waste
disposal, water system capacity, public
transportation and private schools. Buck and
Hobbs noted that Southern firms in general
expressed similar opinions to all firms but
placed more emphasis on vocational training,
climate, business tax advantages, cost of living,
availability of industrial sites, proximity of
machine shops, etc. Location determinants of
less importance to businesses in general
identified by Carlini) and Mills include taxes,
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connnunity attitudes, state/local legislation and
industrial development bonds.

These studies 'contribute much to our
understanding of fkm location decisions.
However, more idolisation needs to be
assimileed to fidly understand firm decision
dmices. For example, do bcation determinants
vary according to size of the firm as suggested
by Haman? Are there reaAonal differenms as
suggested by Buck and Hobbs? Most of the case
studies concentrate on survey information. Can
these data be quantified to increase our
understanding of firm location deciskons?

Education and Human Capital

Educational studies are also a robust body
of research. Although the sheer number of
studies is not as large and diversified as research
in economic development, the majority of
educational research can be ordered in one of
the following classifications: finance, admin-
istration, curriculum and methods. Economic
aspects of educed:et comprise only a very small
proportion of educational studies and there
appeared to be no strong Wm between
education and economic development, at least in
quantified techniques.

Three of the categories of educational
research, administration, curriculum and
methods, are self-explanatory. Administration
research typically coven topics related to
overall school administration from a
supointedent and guidance perspective.
Curriculum research, in layman terms,
concentrates on developing the core classes
needed by students to succeed in the world of
adults. Methods research appears to concentrate
on how teachers take knowledge, transfer it to
students and help them learn.

Economic contributions to educational
research are more limited and narrow in scope.
In general, the primary contributions have been
in school financing and more specifically
concentrate on equity issues associated with
school funding. Economists share this research
effort with educational finance evens. Berne
and Steifel identified in excess of 50 educational
finance studies that address school funding



issues on an goodly bash. In most inseumes
these studies concentrate on scluvol distribution
formulas and assess how dune 6111113125
coserbute to a non-equitable distribution of
fluids, or kw the hrmulas could be *wed or
imimoved to provide fir a more equitable
distributkm of huh.

Apicultu re! economists contributed
modestly s echmational research bi the 1970s
(sane news appearing in the literature search
inchuks Stinson, Debertin, Tweeten, Huie and
Clouser). Contributions appear to have (Wind
in the 1980s except fbr a small quantity of work
by Deaton and McNamara at Virginia Poly-
tackled Institute and State University. Unlike
the administratkm, curriculum and methods body
of educatkural research, economic research
sppears more quantifiable. For example,
contributions of the above mentkmed authors
memo to quantify differences in finding
between rural and urban areas, economies of
scluml shm drcpat rates and school and
non-sdrool educmkusal lams.

At least among Agricultural econmnins,
education research topkx swear sa be in a
renaissance period. Increased interest in the
trvic seems to be closely linked wkh escalated
interest in mai developmem (Dessau,
Drabenston et. al, Knutson and Fisher, Schatz,
Swanson and ender, Rosenfeld, Clouser, etc.).
The concern expressed about educatkoud issues
by these authors does not amour to have been
translated into quantifiable research oinput.
Maybe enough time has not passed since the
issue has come into vogue again for necessary
studies to be published. However, at the present
time agricultural economic contributkom to
educational and human cavkal research is kilt
more on ideas and questions rather than
empirical work. Some change can be expected
in the short-term, at least in the south, since
individuals in Virginia, Florida and Kentucky
are working on iducational researchor extension
studies.

The economic literamre review did not
establish a strong research linkage between
education or human capital and economic
development. Some subskilary linkages were
widen though. For example, research exists
that addresses returns to investment in education
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and research (e.g. Ayer and Sdah, Chtk:hes,
etc.). Tbh masa Of research typkally
denumstrates that Om every &Gar invested in
'hellion and research, that dollar pus an
adtlitimml amount accrues to the puNic.
Simils fr.ar research cm human capital has
been pet isrth by Schulte and Becker. Most me
Waist' with Becker's theory of investing in
human capital, which concluded that "muse
person may ORM Mee than others simply
because dmy invest more in themsdves." This
hummed invemmem can be accompligual by
hadividuals through salmons*, job trebling,
improved medkal care, etc. Becks' Amber
asserted these investments raised earnings as the
hsdividual aged and reduced earninp at younger
ages became the cost of investing is dahrzted
from earnings at that point in time.

RESEARCH TOPICS

The literature review indicates that
opportunities irn research related to linkage
between educatkoilimman capital and ectnannic
developmnt should be bountifid. The question
still remains, tiumgb, where do researchers
begin? As a starting point to address this
question it is suggested the report by the
Connuission on the Arturo of the South,
"Halfway Home and a Long Way to Go," be
utilized. The Southern Growth Policies Board
that commissiosmd thk; study is =opposed of
state govenmumt leaders from the south, and
while their judgment on Lanes may be clouded
by polltics at any given point in dm, the board
and commission appointed to explore issues
represents a broad consortium to identify
pertinent public issues.

One of the Commission's first
recommendUkas was that southern stun
provide nationally competkive education for
studarts by 1992. The commission ncted that
southern states had made a large commitment to
education since 1983, but they also noted that
southern states started earlier than most Other
states. Although they do not specify exactly
how this goal might be accomplished, they do
delineate some potential research ideas. One
possible topic would be educational finance.



How do states raise money required to provide
desired educational levels when property tax
wealth and incomes are extremely low in many
southern states, especially in nual areas? A
second possible research topic under this
recommendation wadd deal with teaching
methods tx a mews common jargon used today
might be learning styles. Sociologists may be
more comfortable with this ttmic than
economists. However, economists can contri-
bute to research in this area etmecially if it is
linked to commie development. The case
study presented by the school superintendent of
Forrest County, Mississippi, at the Birmingham
Wrest:noire Conference in May 1990 is a good
example. Teaching methods or learning styles
were altered through use of a "gold card* that
both improved grades and increased community
economic activity at a total cost to the
community of about S1500.

Another possible research topic under this
general recommendation is a better
understanding of the dropout dilemma from both
an economic and social perspective. It might
prove useful to conduct research to determine if
economic incentives can be used to prevent
dropouts or if economic incentives (e.g.,
businesses that hire without requiring a high
school diploma) contribute to the drop-out rate.
It also seems appropriate to address concerns
about school and non-school based inputs and
the contaution of these inputs to education
(Clouser and Debertin, McNamara).

A second need identified by the
Commission was the mobilization of resources
to eliminate adult illiteracy. Obviously the
Commission was thinking about financial and
human resources. However, it sewn that social
scientists should be able to contribute to a better
understandin of this problem through their
knowledge of institution building. How do you
encourage those who cAra-t read to participate in
programs? Through what type of institutions are
programs offered community colleges,
universities, exten"m service and what type
of institutions wi be most effective and
economical?

Research opportunities exist in a third area
identified by the Commission: preparation of a
globally competitive work force. It is under this
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goal that the committee decided to address
issues relaW to vocational training. Perhaps
this concept needs to be koadened to life long
training, or what Deleon refers to as work
related education (WRE). Necessary week skills
have changed dramatically in the last decade.
Equally rapid change can be expected in the
future. Training of only school age individuals
will not provide for a skilled work-force. How
do mos accmnplish this goal? Again, social
science contrilmdons to this ism may
concentrate on institutional issues (how do we
build or mobilizas an institution to respond to this
problem)? At the same time issues related to
teaching methods and learning styles of an older
target population will need to be addressed.
This may represm* an appropriate area to
employ Becker's theory of human capital
lave:4mm.

Oms other goal of the Commission
explicitly relates to education: increase the
economic development role of higher education.
The link recommended by the Commission with
higher education seems narrow and short-
sighted. lt leads one to assume the Commission
looks to hieter education as an industrial
recruitment arm of state and local government.
Though not explicitly stated as such in the
Commission's repcd, there is evidence that at
least one southern state views the role of higher
education as industrial recruitment (with one
major resporsibility being business and job
expansion). A case can be made for increased
emphasis on economic development by higher
education. However, by cmcentrating on that
single issue the potential tareases for other
high priority research to;itcs to be ignored.

What are some of the other possible
research issues related to education and
economic development? No evidenee was found
in the literature of linkages between current
investment in human capital and education,
possible economic payoffs and time. Can
anyone answer the question: if an investment
of dollars is made in education today how long
until communities begin to reap gains from the
investment? Maybe the researchable issue is if
communities make an investment in education
will they reap any gain te all, or do gains
accrue to other communities because of



hicreand mobility of the newly trained
indivithial? If gains accnie to other areas due to
feigning moldlfty, does this Whole need fir
changes in federal programs to COMMUNIUD areas
that provide MOO The issue of 'ducal=
and economic development seems to lead to a
list of endless questions. Questimis that, fiat the
most part, seem unanswered.

DEFINING INTENT

A difficult task remains fcc this particulm
informed= eschew group and the regional
resew& project the grow hopes eventually to
bring to fruitkm. How can the group set
priorities with potential research issues? A
second related comern is dm availability of
fluting to underudre research projects.

The informatkin exchange group has
cleared the first hurdle; there seems to be little
disagreemou among the group in defining
infrastructure. The accepted definition includes
more than 'brick and =tare infrastructure.
Some clarification may be necessary among the
group in defining economic develcynom. Does
economic develmmint imply increased inconm
and jobs, or is a invader definition that would
include outcomes such as improved governnunt
efficiency acceptable? Assuming thka definition
hurdle is dealt with, where do educational
issues rank in an overall priority list?

Data vary across the country, but
somewhere in the neighborhood of 45 to 60
percent of state general fund revenue is used to
finance secondary education. From a state
puspective, especially in monetary terms,
education may be the top priority. Prior
=Oasis on educational issues from a national
perspective would imlicate a lower priority
ranking. This may have occurred bemuse most
federal dollars allocated to support education
were compeiratory and allocated for very
narrow programs (e.g., handicapped programs).
However, the recent summit with the nition's
governors and the Presidos appears to have
raised the issue higher on the priority list.

In order to conduct educational research
programs, monetary resources an required.
Are funds available or can individuals interested
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ki this research area cameo fix those Gods?
Sochd schimiaft may be at a disadvantage hi
attraicting necessary lading dollars. Then may
be an even gram &advents. ibr indivkhuds
at land gas institutions who have specialized
in attracting money mid establiihing instituticsal
relationships in agricultural production,
mattedng and =wawa.

faMIMARY

Opportunities for human capital and
economic develtyment research exist. How-
ever, many barriers still mum be overconm. As
the inemmation enduinge group discusses a
broad range cd potable research topics, it must
be determined if the gimp has a comparative
advantage in addressing particular researchable
issues. That quesdcm remains largely
unanswered in aducatkonal research.
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